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Grade 4

Math

IXL & CCC (Math and Writing)

STEM

Standard:

I can use place value understanding to
explain estimating and rounding multi-digit
whole numbers to any place value.

I can draw conclusions and make
inferences by providing textual evidence
of what the text explicitly says.

Activity #1

Complete 30 problems on the Common
Core Sheets here:
https://www.commoncoresheets.com/o
at.php?oattype=Math/Rounding/Withi
n%201%20Million

Log onto the free version of
Complete the assigned virtual lab
Flocabulary and complete the lesson on “Erosion Here Today, Gone Tomorrow”
rounding..
on Discovery Education. Write a
hypothesis and a paragraph conclusion
explaining which variable produced the
least amount of erosion and which
variable produced the most amount of
erosion.

Take a screenshot of your results and
post to Seesaw or Google Classroom.

Plan and conduct scientific investigations
or simulations to provide evidence of how
natural processes (e.g. weathering and
erosion) shape the Earth’s surfaces.

Activity #2

Solve the following rounding problems.
357,462
1. Round to the nearest hundred thousand.
2. Round to the nearest ten thousand.
3. Round to the nearest thousand.
4. Round to the nearest hundred.
5. Round to the nearest ten.
Then show your answers to your parents.

Read an article online about the ,
Go for a walk outside. Take notes of
“Rainforest”, then list 10 questions you signs that you see of weathering and
now have, after reading the article..
erosion. Then go back and write a
paragraph explaining what you
observed. You could even take pictures
of what you see.

Activity #3

Log onto Moby Max and complete the
assignment for Estimating Products in
K-8 Math that has been assigned by
your teacher.

Log onto Freckle,Moby Max free and
complete the assignment.

Log onto Flocabulary and complete the
lesson on Weathering and Erosion.

Activity #4

1. Suppose 376,769 people visited the
prudential center during the
summertime. Is it reasonable to say

What Should We Take to the Moon?
Answer the following question.

Teach a parent or sibling about
weathering and erosion. Then create a
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that about 400,000 people visited
the prudential center? Use a
number line to help you solve the
problem. Explain your reasoning.

quiz to give to the person you taught
it to. Then, grade the quiz.

2. It takes 39,090 gallons of water to
manufacture a new car. Sammy
thinks that it rounds up to about
40,000 gallons. Susie thinks it is
about 39,000 gallons.
Who rounded correctly to the
nearest thousand, Sammy or
Susie?
Use pictures, numbers or words
to explain.

4th Grade Specials Activities
Art

EXAMPLES
STEP 1: DRAW TREE
Music

STEP 2: COLOR DARK TO LIGHT STEP 3; FINISH PRODUCT

Find a song on YouTube or Spotify that features an orchestra playing. What instruments can you hear and name? Identify the meter
(beats grouped in 2, 3 or 4) of the song. Did you notice an instrument playing a solo? What did you notice the conductor doing?
Here are some games to extend your learning. SFS Kids: Games, instrument exploration and orchestrations:

PE

Each day be PHYSICALLY active for at least 60 minutes. This could be 1 block of 60 minutes or broken up into 2 or 3 blocks of
time.  Find 2-3 Physical Activities that you enjoy doing and participate for 60 minutes each day.
Create a “Daily Physical Activity Log” and write down your Physical Activities and the minutes you participated for each day. Keep
this information in your “PE Portfolio”.  You may also use any equipment that you may have at home. Activities can include: Jumping
Rope, Fitness Workouts, Dance videos, Yoga, Basketball Dribbling Skills, etc.
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“Play 60” minutes, Stay Fit and Have Fun!!
Library

Write fiction or nonfiction math rap and or poem:. Write an Acrostic poem to celebrate the Earth. Tech Option:
Create an acrostic poem in the Acrostic Poems App available in Self Service.

Choice Board Summer 2020

Grade 4
Math

CCC

Science/Social Studies

Power
Standard:

I can choose the correct operation to
perform at each step of a multi-step word
problem (including use of variables)
interpreting remainders and checking
answers for reasonableness. This
standard includes, division and
multiplication.

I can read infer, analyze, and draw
conclusions to summarize and sequence
the events/plot, explain how past events
impact future events and identify the
theme as I write a Math Word Problem
about Covid -19..

Identify evidence from patterns in rock
formations and fossils in rock layers to
support an explanation for changes in a
landscape over time. (This standard
includes examining sedimentary rock
layers for fossils, shells, etc to help
determine what kind of changes occurred
in the land.)

Activity #1

Multi-step word problem: Type or click
on the IXL link below to do some
multi-step word problems.
https://www.ixl.com/math/grade-4/m
ulti-step-word-problems

Go to IXLor ISE: Complete activities
on Fractions.

Go to discovery education and watch
the following video.
Clues to the Earth’s Past: Fossils
Then watch 2 more videos on fossils,
rocks or rock layers.
After watching these videos answer
these questions
1. How did the rock formations
help explain changes in
landscapes over time?
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2. What did you learn regarding
how and why fossils are located
in different layers of rocks?
3. What other important or
interesting information did you
learn from this video?
Present your answers as a video
trailer, movie or poster. Be sure to
cite evidence from the videos.

Activity #2

Activity #3

Real World Problem: Food in the
House during Coronavirus Pandemic
Lockdown
Due to the Coronavirus Pandemic, the
United States is planning a nationwide
lockdown for 30 days. Your family
must keep enough food and water in
the house for 30 days because of the
lockdown.
Get Started
Work with your family. You are in
charge of planning the amount of food
needed for the 30 days. Decide how
much food will be needed for the
entire 30 days. What is the total
cost? Use the Important Facts to help
you plan. Explain your thinking.
Important Facts
· Length of lockdown 30 days.
· 2 cups of water weigh 1 pound.
· Each family member needs 10
cups of water and 4 pounds of food
each day.
· Number of family ____ (that
you will include in your calculation).
KWL Interpreting RemaindersStep 1-

Use the events of remote learning to
write a summary of your experience.
Make sure your summary has a
beginning, middle and end using the
events from the sequencing activity
listed above.
Create a 3-cell storyboard that
summarizes the story.
Beginning
of the
Story

Middle of
the Story

End of the
Story

Search in your yard or another place
outside for rocks and fossils.
Specifically look for bigger rocks or
rock formations if you can find any.
Think about these questions as you
examine your rocks:
1. Are there layers in your rocks?
2. Why do some rocks have fossils and
some do not?
3. Why do you think there are
different layers in the rocks and
fossils?
Write 5 questions for your parents or
someone else to answer that are
prompted from the rocks you
discovered. Then record the answers
the person you interview gives.

Math
Skills

Rock Cycle
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Take 1 minute and write down what
you know about interpreting the
remainder in division problems.
Step 2Watch this video on Interpreting
Remainders.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cP
BA1JUwCOQ.
Step 3Write down what you learned.
Step 4Write down what you still want to
learn.

Activity #4

1.) Read and write numbers to
100,000,000 counting by 10,000’s.
2.). Write 4-5 sentences using first,
second, then, and finally about math
story.
3.) Draw a conclusion based on the
sequence of events you have created.

1.) Watch the YouTube video with Bill
Nye from the link below.
2.) After watching the video, think
about what new information you have
learned about the rock cycle.
3.)Complete the 3-2-1 activity. Write
3 new things you learned. Write 2
things you found interesting. Finally,
write 1 question you still have about
the rock cycle.
Videohttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BsIHV__voMk
.

Create Your Own ProblemBooks with Numbers and Math
Take 5-10 minutes and design your own
1.)Find a math book you have been
division word problem. Create a
reading and read for 20-30 minutes.
division word problem and solve the
problem. After you have solved your
problem, have a parent or older sibling
try and solve your division word
problem.

Rock Scavenger Hunt Revisited-

Ex.- There are 276 cars in the
Newark Penn-station train/bus parking
lot. The cars are in even rows of 7.
How many even rows of 7 are there?
How many cars do not fit in even rows
of 7?

Step 1Write a prediction about what your
rock looked like 100 years ago. What
did you rock used to look like?

Now that you have three rocks pick
your favorite rock out of the group
and set it in front of you. Think about
where that rock may have come from.
Think about what might happen to the
rock after 10 years, after 100 years.

Step 2Write a prediction about what your
rock might look like after 100 more
years. Why did it change or why did it
not change? Explain.
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4th Grade Specials Activities
Art and Math

Personifying objects: Take a picture with your ipad of an ordinary object(fruit, vegetable, chair, bed, tv, etc).Then use
a drawing app to draw on your picture to give it humanistic features like, eyes, mouth, nose, arms, hair, etc) Remember
to share through google classroom.

Music and Math

Watch this video about conducting in meters of 2 ,3 and 4, and practice each one several times.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdvHUJ88tao
Watch the next video, sing along with the song, and decide if it is in 2,3 or 4. (Remember, marches are in 2, waltzes are
in 3 and most everything else is in 4.) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsoM1UkvjDg Tell your music teacher what
meter you heard, and how you did with conducting. Try some other songs of your choice. If you can’t watch the videos,
use these patterns and sing a song of your choice.

PE

Do your daily stretches/warmups. Challenge a family member to do the most push ups in 30 seconds. Next challenge a
family member to see who can do the most sit-up. Last, challenge a family member to a race. Keep track of how many
situps and pushups you do and try to improve every day.

Library

Analyze the preservation of cultural life, celebrations, traditions, and commemorations over time including civic,
community and church : Celebrate Culture!Share your own family celebrations, customs, or traditions through a
timelapse video, photo, or short story.
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Choice Board Summer 2020

Grade 4
Math

Power
Standard:

CCC(Math and Writing)

I can recognize and generate equivalent
fractions and explain/illustrate why two
fractions are equivalent.

Organize an event sequence that unfolds
naturally to establish and beginning,
middle, and end.

Activity #1

Use this link to complete an
equivalent fractions activity:
Submit it to Google Classroom when
finished.

1. Design a place value chart up to 1
billion..

Activity #2

Go to
http://gregtangmath.com/satisfractio
n and choose “Simplify” and choose
“Easy” mode (or “Hard” for challenge).
Complete the problems for 15 minutes
and screenshot your overall score in
Google Classroom.

Go to:
https://www.superteacherworksheets.
com/reading-comp/4th-skeleton-key_
WBDFZ.pdf?up=1466611200
Read “Skeleton Key”,

Math/Science/Social Studies
4.ESS3.A.1: Generate and compare
multiple solutions to reduce the impacts
of natural Earth processes on humans.

(This standard includes examining the impact of
earthquakes, floods, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions,
landslides, and hurricanes on humans and how to
design buildings or other structures that can reduce
the impact of natural Earth processes.)

Choose a disaster below and watch the
links about that disaster. Then create
a poster with ways to protect yourself
from the disaster you chose.
Earthquakes
Lesson:
Just Video:
Volcanoes
Lesson:
Just Video:

Floods

https://youtu.be/Qe350nm_odA

Tornado

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-s
3UwOq1P1E
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Activity #3

Answer these questions and
screenshot your answer sheet to your
teacher in Google Classroom.
1. Larry and Lisa each ordered a
pizza. Larry ordered a large
pizza and Lisa ordered a
medium pizza. They both ate
2/8 of their pizza. Larry said
they ate the same amount of
pizza. Is he correct? Why or
why not?
2. Complete the table by finding
equivalent fractions for each
given fraction below.
Fraction

½

Activity #4

Research a recent disaster in our
world. Describe the impact it had on
the community and the earth. (Ex;
Australian Wildfires, Earthquakes,
Hurricanes, Tornadoes)

Equivalent Fractions



____________

¾

_____________



1. Personal glossary: Make a list of
new words about yourself. Look
up the meanings of these words in
the dictionary. Tell me why they
represent you.
2. What I liked about myself the
most:
3. What I least like about self:
4. Describe your greatest character
trait.

⅔

_____________

⅘

_____________

Click on this link and go to page 365.
Complete pages 365 - 369 and
screenshot each page and send them
to your teacher in Google Classroom.

Read the story, “Substitute Meany”
Write a story about your day when
your teacher was absent. Be sure you
have beginning, middle and end.

4th Grade Specials Activities

Create a list or poster of ways that
you can help save the earth. Try one
of your ways at home for a week. (Ex:
not using items with plastic, recycle)
Read this article to help give you ideas
on how you can save the earth.
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Art

Music

PE

Design a poster to warn people about oceanic natural disasters. Include
illustrations of the disaster, its aftermath, or how to prevent it.
I3A: Create an original seascape.

Write a 2 measure rhythm, using quarter notes
/rests
and eighth notes
. Play it using body percussion (clap, stomp,
tongue click, snap fingers) or items you have in your house (ask permission to use bowls, wooden spoons, pots or pans, pop cans or 2
litre bottles). Find a song on YouTube and perform your rhythm as an ostino (short repeated pattern). Or, write a 4 measure rhythm
and write a poem that fits with your rhythm.
Nutrition week:
We will watch a short video on “GO, SLOW, WHOA Foods for Healthy Eating”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5gPGO369eo
“GO” Foods can be eaten any time. They are the healthiest foods such as fruits and vegetables and skim milk. Reminder for “GO
Foods” is “Go Ahead! Eat these foods whenever you want.”
“SLOW Foods”. Reminder - the word “slow” starts with the letter “S” and also the word “sometimes” starts with the letter “s”. So
you can SOMETIMES eat these foods. “SLOW or Sometimes Foods” would be foods that you don’t eat everyday like pizza, pancakes
and red meat.
The “WHOA Foods” reminder is “WHOA! Should I really eat these foods?” Examples of “WHOA Foods” are candy, chips, ice cream,
and pop. These foods are the least healthy and the MOST LIKELY to cause weight problems!!! This is not to say that you can never
eat these foods just as long as you do so only occasionally.
Each Day of the week.
Write down all the “GO foods” that you eat.
Write down all the “SLOW foods” that you eat.
Write down all the “WHOA foods” that you eat.
Talk about your choices with your parents or another member of your family.
Do some physical activity:
You can post your foods and activity, each day or wait until Friday and send me the info.
Have a good week!
Miss you all.....
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Library

 Apply a writing process to develop a text for audience and purpose. Signs of Spring are everywhere! Create a journal for the week
recording what you see (flowers, weather, insects and animals). You can record your findings on paper or in the following apps on
your iPad: Notes, Slides, Science Journal. Insert photos and videos to support your findings.

Choice Board Summer 2020

Grade 4-Challenge Activities

Math/Science

Reading/Social Studies

Community/Family

Specials

Real World Project
Landscape Architects
When people who live and work
in big cities take breaks, they
leave their tall buildings to relax
in patches of green. A city
garden may be small, but it gives
people a chance to enjoy the
beauty of nature.
Get Started
Design a garden (on 1 page plain
paper, or graph paper) that
covers a whole city block.

Make a Family Comic Strip
Supplies: Paper • Pencils • Rulers

Windstorm
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=FAj7FPWaOhk#action=share

P.E.

Use the internet to research
what a city garden could look
like. Below are suggestions.
Decide on features to have in
your garden and where they will
be located.
Mark off parts of your garden
for each feature.

Directions: think of an
especially funny incident or
event that happened in your
family, and then make a comic
strip about it.
1. Decide how many panels you
will need.
2. Use a ruler to draw the panel
boxes on construction paper.
3. Add your illustrations and
speech balloons.
4. Give your comic strip a title.
5. Write your name next to the
title.
OR
Create a digital comic strip using
Google Slides.

Watch the video above to see
how to construct the model to
conduct this investigation. You
will need an adult to help you
make the model and gather
materials. (2 empty soda bottles,
duck tape, scissors, and water.)
Go to Discovery Education and
search for videos on tornadoes.
Watch a few videos that will
help you develop an
understanding about tornadoes
and the windstorms they create.

Create the model as shown in
the video. Conduct the
demonstration more than once
so that you see the ‘storm’
Social Studies: Four Square Paper occurring in the bottle. After
your experiment, create an
Let’s Tour New York City.
informative flyer that shows a
You have a relative visiting.

Create a game to play with your
family using equipment you have
around the house. Record it and
post it on your classroom wall
for other student’s to see and
try. Be sure to explain the rules
on the video.
.
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Then find the number of square
units the feature covers and
record it on the design.
Use the Important Facts to
help you.
Important Facts:
Features of a City Garden
1.Benches
2. Snack bar
3. Flower garden
4. Spring bulb garden
5. Paths Tree garden
6. Shrub garden
7. Waterfall and fountain

Make your own resort.
Congratulations! You have just
been put in charge of building a
new resort. Your boss has
given you a few guidelines to
follow when setting up your
resort, and you must give him a
full report on how many items
you purchase for the hotel and
what the total cost will be
before he approves the building
to begin. Have fun and read the
directions carefully so
that your resort report is
correct and your resort will be
approved for building!

Research tourist attractions .Write
or illustrate the best tourist
attraction in the Greater Area!
Complete the Four Square Paper
below.

picture of a tornado and
contains facts that will help
keep people safe, if needed. You
can do this on your iPad or on
paper. You can watch the
following video to get an idea on
how to make your flyer.
https://youtu.be/JQZhmEqdwhQ

Emergency Kit
You have researched and learned
about earthquakes and tornadoes.
Work with your family to create an
emergency kit for the disaster of
your choice.
You can use a box, lunch box,
buckets, or a bag, anything to hold
the items that you feel are
important to have in order to be
prepared for the disaster.
After you have gathered the items,
write a letter to your family
explaining the importance of each
item and how to use it. Leave the
letter with your emergency kit. Put
your emergency kit in a place where
everyone in your family knows
where to find it.

Jello Earthquake!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
mMnEXukSmdg#action=share
Watch the video above to see how
to construct the models to conduct
this investigation. You will need an
adult to help you make the jello and
to get your supplies to build
structures. (marshmallows and
toothpicks)
Go to Discovery Education and
search for videos on Earthquakes.
You can watch videos to help you
understand the destruction caused
by Earthquakes. Then continue with
the activity below.
Build various structures, different sizes
and shapes. Place on the jello. Tap the
container holding the jello and see
which structures are able to withstand

Music
Design and draw a brand-new
instrument you think might be
available in 30 years. Write 4-6
sentences about how to play the
instrument, what it sounds like
and give it a name.
Share your picture and
sentences in your music
teacher’s Google Classroom.
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the “Earthquake.” You can redesign
your structures as needed.
Choose one of the structures and
create a presentation on your iPad that
convinces an engineering company that
your design is the best for Earthquakes!

